
Match Report 

Date  8th April CC&TVOG VS CC&TVOG U11s 

Age Group U10 Coach Thomas Morgan 
 

CC&TVOG Wickets  10 Runs scored 65 Overs  faced 33.0 
 

Opp. Wickets  140 Runs scored 6 Overs  faced 35.0 
 

Winner CC&TVOG U11s by 75 runs 

CC&TOVG Cricket Program Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) 

Batting 
Overs Faced 33.0   Coaches notes (batting): 

 Lost all 10 wickets 

 Batted most of the 
overs 

Wickets lost 10 15 run 
Partnerships 

0 

 
Bowling 
Overs 
Bowled 

35.0   Coaches notes (bowling): 

 Took 6 wickets 

 Everyone bowled in 
good areas 

 

Wickets 
taken 

6 Maidens  
bowled 

3 

 

Fielding 
Total 
Runouts 

4 Catches  
taken 

2 Coaches notes (fielding): 

 Plenty of run outs 

 Dropped catches 

 



 

Written Report: 
 
This match was always going to be our hardest of the season and it very quickly turned out to be the 
case. Most of the team were playing their second match in two days and it showed in a sluggish start 
while bowling. With any player a year older they are going to be difficult to bowl against but some 
exceptional bowling by Sulieman Malhi for his 5 overs kept the batters under pressure resulting in 
the run out by a great throw from Zac Essenhigh and later a catch from Ben Ellis at square leg. I was 
pleased to see the way that the team worked hard in the field against some strong batters some of 
whom are going through the Wales trials at the moment. Ultimately their size and extra year of 
playing showed as they reached 140 off their 35 overs, but still 10 off their original target. It is 
important that the boys take away from the fielding that ‘CATCHES WIN MATCHES’ especially against 
strong batters. 
 
Chasing such a large total can be a difficult thing and it was not helped with their bowlers using the 
extra year difference to bowl faster and use the bouncy pitch, making it hard for the batters to score 
runs. However we stuck at it and Rhys Leach, Jake Wakeling and Henry Hurle all batted well. I was 
particularly pleased to see Rhys Leach continue to bat even after getting hit in the stomach. After 
losing wickets steadily we were eventually all out for 65.  
 
Overall I was very proud of the boys who played. In some areas we matched the older team and we 
always worked hard and never gave up even when needing well in excess of 8 an over. This is 
something which I hope will continue later on into the season and with some work on using the pace 
of the ball to score more runs we will beat any other teams we come across. Our next game sees us 
travel to Carmarthen for the first time in what could be a difficult match for our first encounter with 
a Welsh county. Hopefully all of the players selected will use the sunny weather we are getting to 
practise. 
 
As a final thought I must thank the parents for the wonderful tea, both Luke and I agree that it was 
one of the finest we have eaten. Luke in particular loved the samosas, while I was a fan of the fruit 
and sandwiches.  
 
 

Training Implications: 
 Look to rotate the strike and hit bad balls for four. 

 Work hard towards the mantra – CATCHES WIN MATCHES 
 

Team of the Week Nominations 
Name Statistics 

Rhys Leach 
 

13 runs 
 

 


